Virtual Guard Services:
High-Quality Security Made Affordable
Virtual Guard services integrate our traditional video surveillance
with two-way audio and rigorous guard protocol to create a hyperefficient virtual security officer system.
One of the latest innovations in the industry, our virtual security
services offer all the benefits of an on-premises security team for
less than the cost of hiring a single officer.

Why choose Virtual Guard services?
Our Virtual Guard service is a cost-effective alternative to full-time security staffing. It combines the benefits of CCTV
monitoring and physical security guard presence in one solution.
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Protect People and Property with
Virtual Guard Services

What Can Virtual Guards Do?
Virtual patrol
Virtual patrol site tours protect your high dollar assets and high traffic areas any time
of the day or night and on your preferred schedule.

Lone worker/panic response
Our Virtual Guard officers can check-in at predetermined times and be made available
at the press of a panic button. If a worker needs assistance, the officer can respond via
cameras and two-way audio to communicate that the appropriate help is dispatched.

Virtual officer escort
Popular for use in parking structures, virtual escorts act as a second set of eyes and
ears for employees moving from one vulnerable location to another.

Virtual doorman
A virtual doorman can check, validate, and record visitor information using audio
and video. When someone meets predetermined requirements, the gate or door is
remotely opened to allow them access.

Virtual Opening/Closing
Virtual Guard officers can remotely assist with opening and closing by acting as a
second person for safety, support, and compliance.

Contact us to get started.
Our configuration specialists will help you identify the ideal setup for your needs.
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